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We generalize the concept of strong uniqueness of the metric projection P, under 
Hausdorff metric. We show that, under this metric, the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) PG is continuous; 
(ii) P, is pointwise Lipschitz continuous; 
(iii) P, is pointwise strongly unique. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be a locally compact Hausdorff space and let C,(T) be the Banach 
space of real-valued continuous functions _f’on T which vanish at infinity, 
i.e., the set {t E T: If(t)1 3 E} is compact for every E > 0. C,(T) is endowed 
with the supremum norm: 
llfll = sup{ If(t *E T). 
For two subsets A, B in C,(T), define 
0(,4, B) = max(d(A, B), d(B, A)). 
Here D(A, B) is called the Hausdorff metric of A and B. For a finite-dimen- 
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sional subspace G of C,(T), the metric projection P, from G,(T) to G is 
defined as 
P,(f= jLsG: Ilf-gll =d(S, G!), /‘E C,(T). 
There are very nice characterizations which ensure the uniqueness of P,, 
THEGREM A. Sl4ppose that G is a $kite-dimemionai subspace 01~ C,( 7-j. 
The?1 the following are equivalent: 
(i) G satkfies the Haar condition; i.e., ever)’ t:on.xro g E G has at 
most dim G - 1 zeros; 
(ii) PG(f) is unique (i.e., is a singieton) for allfe C,(T): 
(iii) for euerJq fE C,(T), PG(f) is strotzg!jl unique: i.e., there e:&s 
r(f) > 0 3ucIl that 
IU-gll a4f, W+WI~ l/g-f’d.f)li. gEG. , 
(iv) for euery f E C,(T), P, is Lipschitz contim4ous at ,< i.e., there 
exists s(f) > 0 such that 
llPGu-PG~~~)ll <s(f), lIf-hll> h E C,( 7-j. 
Furthermore, if T= [a, b], then all the abore are equiraient to 
iv, 5, = su,, 
\j,here U, = (f E C,(T): P,(f) is unique] arzd Sli, = {.fE C,(T): P&f) if 
strong rtniqlre). 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is proved by Young [ 161, Haar [S], and 
Phelps [15]. Freud shows that (i) implies (iv) [7]. That (i) implies (iii) is 
a result of Newman and Shapiro [12]. The equiv-alence of (i) and (v) is 
established by MacLaughlin and Somers [ 1 I]. And Cheney proves that 
(iii) implies (iv) [6]. Now the Lipschitz continuity and strong uniqueness 
of P, become an interesting topic in approximation theory (see [I, 2, 3, 13. 
143 and references therein). 
The main purpose of this paper is to develop an analogous theorem for 
the multi-valued metric projection PG. A natural generalization of strong 
uniqueness for the multi-valued metric projection P, seems to be the 
foollowing: 
DEPYNITION. P,(f) is called Hausdorff strongly unique if there exists 
I > Q such that 
llf-g/l34f, W+r(f).d(g, PAS Ij, EEG 
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Recall that P, is Hausdorff continuous at f if 
lim sup D(P,(f), p,(h)) = 0; 
E - 0 + Ilh -fll GE 
and P, is Hausdorff-Lipschitz continuous at f if there exists s(f) > 0 such 
that 
WPG(flf), P,(h)) <s(f). Ilf-M, h E C,(T). 
Then the main results of this paper can be summarized as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that G is a finite-dimensional subspace of C,(T). 
Then the following statements are mutually equivalent: 
(i) for every nonzero g E G, 
card(bdZ(g)) d dim{p E G: int Z(g) c Z(p)} - 1; (1) 
(ii) P, is Hausdorff continuous at every f~ C,(T); 
(iii) Po( f) is Hausdorff strongly unique for all f E C,( T); 
(iv) Po is Hausdorff-Lipschitz continuous at every f E C,(T). 
If T contains no isolated points, then all above are equivalent to 
(v) UG = SU@ 
Furthermore, tf T is connected, then all above are equivalent to the fact that 
G satisfies the Haar condition, 
Here Z(g) is the set of all zeros of g and card(bdZ(g)) denotes the 
cardinal number of the boundary set of Z(g). 
By Theorem 1 we know that condition (1) is a natural generalization of 
the Haar condition and generally SU, = UG is not a characteristic descrip- 
tion of the Haar condition. 
Remark. A nonintrinsic characterization of Hausdorff continuous 
metric projections was given in [4]. A consequence of this result is that P, 
is Hausdorff continuous if and only if G satisfies the Haar condition, 
provided that T is connected [4]. Moreover, for T= N (i.e., C,(T) = co) it 
was proved in [4] that P, is Hausdorff continuous and in [14] that 
U, = SU, for an arbitrary finite-dimensional space G of Co. 
2. THE EQUIVALENCE OF HAUSDORFF STRONG UNIQUENESS 
AND HAUSDORFF-LIPSCHITZ CONTINUITY 
From now on, we always assume that G is a finite-dimensional subspace 
of C,(T). Since P, is upper semicontinuous (i.e., for any fE C,(T), 
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d(P,(h), P&)) -+ 0 as h +fJ, P, is Hausdorff continuous at f if and only 
if P, is lower semicontinuous atf (i.e., d(P,(f), P,(h j) -+ 0 as h --f). B3bur 
proofs are based on the following theorem: 
THEOREM B. P, is Hausdorff conrinuous at f if and only Q” 
E(f-P,(f))cint(tET:p(t)-g(t)=0 for ail p, gePc(jp)j, :vhere 
&(f-P,(f))=(tET:If(t)-g(t)l=d(f,G)fora!lgEP,(f;).. 
Theorem B is announced in [S] and can be deduced from the proof of 
Theorem 2 in [4]. 
First we show that Hausdorff strong uniqueness is closely related to 
Hausdorff-Lipschitz continuity. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that P, is Hausdorff continuous at f E C,(T)‘\G. 
Then the following statements are mutually equivalent: 
(i) there exists r > 0 such that 
sup((fir)-P,if))p(r):t~E(f-PG(f)):~~~ilplli/, p E 6, 
wkere V=int{tET:p(t)-g(t)=0 for all p,gEPJf)) and Ilpllv= 
suP{lP(~~l: IE q; 
(ii) Pc( f) is Hausdorff strongly unique; 
(iii) P, is upper Hausdorff-Lipschitz continuous at .f; i.e., there e.uists 
s > 0 such that 
dif’oih), P&f )) Q s . Ilh -f/l, h E C,(T); 
(iv) P, is Hausdorff-Lipschitz continuous at-f: 
Proof: We first show some simple facts. From Theorem B, we have 
E(f - PG(f )) = F’. (2; 
Set g* E PG(f) such that 
E(f-g*)=E(f-PP,(f))C V. (3) 
Let s=d(f,G)-max(lf(t)-g*(t)l: tET‘\,V}. Then 
g’ + P E P&f )? for PEG with VC Z(p) and llpll d 6. (4) 
Set G(f) = span{ p -g: p, g E PG( f) >. Then for some c > 0, 
4p, G(f))<c lIp!lv, p E 6. (5) 
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In fact, if (5) fails to be true, then for some p e G\G(f), 
vc Z(P). 
From (4) we obtain that for some ,I> 0, g* + ;lp E P,(f), i.e., 
P E G(f)/2 = G(f). 
This is impossible. 
Now we begin to investigate the relations among the statements in 
Lemma 1. 
(i) = (ii). By (i) and the strong Kolmogorov criterion [13], we deduce 
that there exists r(f) > 0 such that 
Ilf-PII 3 4f, G) + r(f) . II P - P&H v, p E G. (6) 
Assume that statement (ii) is not true; i.e., there exist pn E G\P,(f) such 
that 
IV-P,II <4f, G)++(P~ J’cAJ’)), n> 1. (7) 
Let g,zE P,(f) such that d(p,,, P,(f)) = /Ip, -g,,ll. From (6) and (7) we get 
IIP,~-~~llvlllP,,-~,ll +09 as i~-+io. (8) 
By selecting a subsequence, we may assume 
(Pn-&MlP,,-g,ll +PY as n+co. 
Equation (8) implies VC Z(p). By (5), PEG(~). Set 
4n=g,t+ IlPn-grill .P. 
Since llpn- 4M(p,, p&f)) = llpn - 4Allllp,2 -g,ll + 0 as n + acj, we 
obtain that 
Thus we derive from (7) that 
(IV- qnll - 4f. G))Mq,, J’cAf)) + 0 as n+co. (9) 
But V~z(p)nZ(g,~-g*)cZ(q,-g*) and q,,C P,(f). By (4), there 
exists 1 > 1, > 0 such that 
g* + uq, -g*) E P&-)r (10) 
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and 
g* + 44,, -g* ) c PC&-)? for .$ > /I,; 
Set u,, = g* + E.,,(q, -g* ). From (IO) and (11 f we obtain 
max((f(f)-u,(t))(q,:(r)-g*(t)):tEE(f-u,I', V) 20. 
Let t,, E E(S- u,,)i,, P’ such that 
(11) 
(121 
Then 
And 
iq12Ctll) -g*(f,)l 3 If(f,,i - z4,,(t,)l - lf(f,j -g*(t,)i 
= 4.L G) - lS(t,f -g*(f,,J/ 3 6. 
llf- 4nll a IfCf,) - 4,(r,Jl 
= Ifit,,) - z4,tt,l+ (1 - L)(q,z(f,i -s”ft,)Il 
= If(t,J-4,(tn)l + (l-4,1 !q,2!f,I-t7*if,Il 
>d(f; G)+(l-A$. (13) 
But for some K>O, llqn-g*li <K. So 
~~.4n.~~~f~~dll4n-~nll=~~-~‘,~‘ll4n-~*IId~~~--”,,~. (14) 
Equations ( 13) and ( 14) contradict (9). This proves that (i) implies (ii). 
(ii) * (i). Suppose 
IIP -fil 2 4L G) + 4S, .4p, P&i)> p E G. (15‘S 
If (i) is false, then there exists p E G such that 
IIPII v> 01 (161 
sup{ (f(t) - p&f)) p(t): t E Eij- PG(f) j) d 0. (17) 
From (17) we obtain that there exists an open set WX E(S- P,(S)) such 
that 
~(t).sign(f(t)-g*(t))d -U)~P, Wf)V2, tE iv. (28) 
Let E=Li(f, G)-max{(f(t)-g*(t)i: tE i’\ W)>O. Then 
Ifid -Pit) - r m)l < 4S, G), 0 < Y < ~//lp// and 5 E P; We (Ej 
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Choose t,. E T such that 
IL-g* -Y.PII = If(t,)-g*(t,)-r.P(t,)I 
= I Ifk) -g*M -r At,). +Mflt,) -g*(h) -g*W)l. 
(20) 
If 0 < r < ~/llpII, then (19) implies t, E W. It follows from (18) and (20) that 
I/f-s* -r.pll G4L Gj + r4f).4p, W-))/2. (21) 
But 4g* + r.p, P&l) = d(r.p, P&f) - g*) 2 4r .p, G(f)) = 
r .a’(~, G(f)). This means that (21) contradicts (15). 
(ii) * (iii). Suppose 
Ilf-PII 2 4.L (3 + r(f) .4p, P&I), p E G. 
For any p E P,(h), we have 
r(f).d(p, P&JIG Ilf-PII -4f, G) 
G llf-AlI + IW-PII -4f, G) 
= IIf- +4k W-M (362 Ilf-All. 
Hence 
4&#4 fw)j d 2. IV- WrW3 h E C,(T). 
(iii) * (i). Assume that statement (i) fails to be true; i.e., there exists 
p E G such that 
sup{(f(t) - P,(L t)) p(t): tE E(f- MJ))3 G 0, IIPII VZQ 
Define 
f,(t)= Cf(t)-g*(t)-cc.P(t)]d’~~~‘,j+g*(t)+~p(t), 
where 
I 
b, sab , 
Cxli= x, acx-cb, 
a, x $ a. 
It is easy to check that 
g* + UP E PG(L), 
Ilf-f,Il/~ + 0 as E-O+. 
(22) 
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4PG(“f-J, PGU-1) 2 a* + aPI P,Lf)) 
2 4~ G(f)) 3 a . II pll k.7 for a>o. (23) 
E.quations (22) and (23) contradict the fact that P, is upper 
Hausdorff-Lipschitz continuous atj 
(iii) * (iv). Since P, is upper Hausdorff-Lipschitz continuous at .A for 
any P E P&J and g E PAS 1, 
lIP-g/l,-d4P, p,u-))bw~!lf‘-~ll. 
By (5) and (24), we obtain 
(24‘; 
d(p-g,G(f))~c,Ilp-gll,~c.s(f‘!./IJC-kI/. 
For gcPG(f)l define 
(25) 
d(g)=d(f, G)-max{(f(t)-g(r)j: TV T\,, V>. 
Suppose g E P,(f) such that 
6(g)B(c.s(f)+2).Ilf-hll. 
From (25) we obtain that for some p E P,(h) and CJ E G(f), 
llg-p-911 Gc~&f)df-4. 
For TV r;\V, 
VW -P(f) -4Wl 
G INtI -f(t)1 + If(t) -s(t)1 + lgiti -p(t) + df)l 
d IL-4 +d(f, W-(cM)+2j llf-.clli ++f) llf-kl( 
G 4L G) - IV- hII d d(h, G). 
For IE V, 
IA(t) -p(f) - q(t)1 = P(t) -p(t)1 < dfh, G). 
Thus p + q E P,(k) and 
4g?p,(h))G llg-P-d <c~sif)‘llf-h!l. 
Set 
(243 
E = (c .s(.f) +2)-l min 
i 
6 
z1 
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Suppose 
ll.f- h II < E. 
For gE P,(f) with 6(g) d (c .s(f) + 2) IIS-lzil, define 
W= te T\ VI If(t)-g(t)1 ad(f, G)-; 
1 
. 
Since If(t)-g*(t)1 dd(f, G)-6, we obtain 
(f(t) -dt))k(t) -g*(t)) 30, tE w, 
fE w. 
Let 
Then from (27) and (28) we deduce 
If(t) -g(r) - 4g(t) -g*(t))l 
= If(t)-d~)l -A Idt)-g*(t)1 
dd(f, G)-1.6/2 
d4f, G)-(c.s(J’j+2).Ilf-hll, tE w. 
But for r E T\( Vu W), we have 
I.f(tj-g(t)-~(g(t)-g*(t))l 
<d(f, G)-;+(c+(f)+Z) IIf-hII 
d&L G) - (c .s(fj + 2). llf- 41. 
Thus 
~(g+Il(g-g*))~(c.s(f)+2.IlS-hll. 
By (26) we get 
And 
4&Y* P&))dc.a-). IL/-W + 1/12(g-g*)l/ 
c 2(c .U) + 1 j Ilf- hll. 
(27) 
(28) 
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Hence 
d(P,( fh PG(~)) 6 2(C .s(.fi + 1 Ii 
12 E C,(T) with iif-- I?/( < E. 
But (29) implies that for some K>O [2], 
f- h I!) 
(29) 
4f’dfL PG(h)) d K. lif - hiI, 
Let M= K+ s(f ). Then 
h E C,(T). 
WP,(f), P,(lz))6M. iif-4, 
(iv) * (iii ). It is trivial. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is completed now. 
h E C,( T). 
C~R~LLARV 1 [2]. If PG(f) is unique, thei theufoilowing are equiuahf: 
(i) P,(f) if strongIt. unique; 
(ii) P, is Hausdor-f-Lipschitz continuous at .f 
ProojY Since PG( f) is unique, P,(f) is Hausdorff strongly unique if and 
only if P&f) is trongly unique. Thus the corollary follows immediately 
from Lemma 1. 
Lemma 1 can be considered as a generalization of Corollary 1 for multi- 
valued P,(f ). 
3. HAUSDORFF STRONG UNIQUENESS 
In this section, we will show that if G satisfies condition ( I ), then PC(J) 
is Hausdorff strongly unique for every f E C,(T). 
From now on, we make use of the following notation: 
G,= {gEG: BcZ(g)), SC T; 
Z(G,)= {tET:g(t)=OforallgEGB). 
LEMMA 2 [lo]. G satisjies condition (1) <f and only {f P, is Hausdor$” 
corztinuous at every f E C,(T). 
LEMMA 3. G satisfies condition (1) if atld on/?* $fov any { ti>h c T !~~ith 
dim G I +,;;=dimG I:lii;, :,,; =I, Od.i<r, (30) 
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(tl};, =int Z(G,t,,;). (31) 
ProoJ: Necessity. It is an immediate corollary of Lemma 4 in [lo] and 
Lemma 2. 
Sufficiency. Assume that G does not satisfy (l), i.e., there exists nonzero 
g E G such that 
card(MZ( g)) 3 dim GintZCgj. 
From (32) we obtain that there exists to E bdZ(g) such that 
dimG I,,,,=dimG Izcxj,~io:. 
Select t i , . . . . t, c Z(g) such that 
(32) 
By the hypothesis of Lemma 3, we have 
t,c (t,};cint Z(G,&cint Z(g). 
This contradicts t, E bdZ( g). 
LEMMA 4. lf f E C,(T)\ G and q E PG( f ), then for any p E G bvith 
int(tET:(f(t)-9(t))p(t)~0}=E(f-PG(f)), (33) 
there hold 
E(f - P,(f 1) = Z(G(f 1) = Z(P), 
dere G(f)=wn{gl-g2:gl, g2EPG(f)). 
(34) 
Proof: Let g E PG(J) such that 
E(f-g)=af--P,(f)). (35) 
Since E(f - PG( f) c Z(g - q), we derive from (33) and (35) that there 
exists A> 0 such that 
Hence 
g + AP E P,(f 1. 
E(f - P,(f 1) = Z(G(f)) = Z(~P) =Z(P)- 
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LEMMA 5. Suppose that G satisfies condition (1). Pzen for ary closed 
subset Yc T, G* = G 1 y, and h E C,( Y)\, G*, there hold 
E(h - Pdh)j = int Z(G,+ p,,th,J (36) 
ProoJ Let V= int Z(GE~h~PG~,h,~). If (36) fails. then 
A = E(h - P,,(h))‘!i Vf 4. (37) 
If dim G;, I.A <card(d) - 1, then there exist t, E A aEd I,, . ..) i,~ A CJ V 
such that 
dim G I1z,,;=dim G lir,;;l+; =Y, 0 <j < I’. 
By Lemma 3 we obtain 
t,,~ {ti};,cint Z(Gisl;)cinr Z(G,, EJ) 
= int Z(G,(h-Pc,thjj) = V. 
This is impossible. 
If dim G, IA = card(d), set g E P,,(k); then there is p E G, I y c G’” such 
that 
plt)=h(t)-g(t)#O, ?EA. (381 
Equations (37) and (38) imply 
int,(tE Y: (h(r)-g(t))p(t)aO] IL’@-P,,(k)), 
where int ,B denotes all interior points of B in Y By Lemma 4, we have 
E(h - P,,(h)) c Z(p). 
This contradicts (38 ) and (37). The contradictions show that (36) is true. 
LEMMA 6. If G satisfies condition (l), then “for any fe C,(T) arrd 
ge P&), set E = E(f- P,(f)), f-g 1 E has zero as the unique best 
approximation jkonz G lE. 
ProoJ: We may assume f e C,(T)\ G. Let 
h=f-g Im G*=G IE. 
y the Kolmogorov criterion [13], we obtain 
llf-gll = d(f, G) = 4k G*I. (3% 
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Lemma 5 states 
W+ - PdW = inWE(h-p..,h,J. (40) 
Let p E G such that 
P IEE P,*(h), (41) 
{SE: I/z(t)-p(t)1 =d(h, G*)} =E(h-P,,(h)). (42) 
From (39), (40), (41), and (42), we can deduce 
By Lemma 4, we get 
E= E(f- PO(~)) = Z(P). (43) 
And (39) and (43) imply E= E(h - P,*(h)). Hence, h has zero as the 
unique best approximation from G*. 
LEMMA 7. If G satisfies condition (1 ), then PG( f) is Hausdorff strongly 
unique for all f E C,(T). 
ProoJ: Obviously, P,(f) is strongly unique for all f E G. Now suppose 
f~ C,(T)\ G. Lemma 5 and 6 tell us that 
E(f - P&f )) = int Z(GEcfp PG& = v. 
This means that there exists CI > 0 such that 
II Al E,f- PG(f)) d u II ‘4 b’> gEG. 
By Lemma 6, we derive that there exists fi > 0 such that 
(44) 
max{ g(r) &n(f (t) - PAL t)): t E E(f - PG(f )) > 
2 s II gll E(f- P&3)’ gcG. (45) 
By Lemma 2, we know that P, is Hausdorff continuous atJ: And (44), (45) 
imply that statement (i) in Lemma 1 holds for r = c( . /I. Thus P,(f) is 
Hausdorff strongly unique. 
Remark. If P&f) is strongly unique, then P, is Hausdorff continuous 
at J: But, generally, the Hausdorff strong uniqueness of PG(f) does not 
imply that P, is Hausdorff continuous atf: 
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4. CHARACTERIZATION 0F U,=SU, 
In this section, we will show that if T contains no isolated points, then 
t’, = SU, is equivalent to the fact that G satisfies condition (l). First we 
establish some more general results. 
LEMMA 8. If dim G* < cr,, then there exists n group of sets {Ai}; c T 
such thar 
Gi 1 ,A, = Gi /,d;, +) = card(Aiii - 1 > 1, XEA,. O<<<rr, (46) 
dim G,+, =card(T\Z(G,+,)), (47) 
where G,=G* ar~dG~+~= (gEGi: AicZ(g)}, O<i<r. 
ProoJ: This lemma can be easily proved by induction. 
LEMMA 9. Suppose f E C,( T)‘i> G and g E PG( f) such tha: 
Qf-g) = Hf - ~GU”~~. 
[f h E C,( T) satisfies 
IV// = 46 G) = IFgIl, 
int(tET:h(t)=f(t)-g(t)}=,E(f--RG(f\j, 
(48) 
(49) 
tsoj 
then 
Z(G(f )) c Z(G(/2)) = Z(J’,thll. (51) 
Prooj: From (49), (50 J, we obtain that 0 E P,(h) and d(h, G) = d(A G). 
If p E P,(h). then for all 0 d L < 1, Ap E P,(h). Let 
V=int(tET:h(t)=f(t)-g(t);. 
Then for O<A< 1, 
If(r) -g(r) - Q(t)1 = Vz(t~ - .p(t)l 
<d(h, G)=d(f, G)= llf-sll, fE v. 
By (48) and (50), we obtain that for some 0 < 1.” < 1, 
If(t) -g(t) - J**P(fll 6 llf -g/l, I E T’\ V. 
Equations (52) and (53) mean g + /I*p E P&f ). So 
z(G(f))cZ(g+~*p-g)=Z(pj, pE P,(hi~ 
This implies that (51) holds. 
(52j 
(53) 
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LEMMA 10. If there exist f E C,(T)\ G and g E G such that 
Z(G(f ))\Z(g) z 49 (54) 
max{g(t) skn(f(t)-pdf, t)): tEE(f-P,(f))) GO, (55) 
then there exist h E C,(T)\ G and p E G such that 
Z(G(h))\Z(p) f; d, (56) 
max(p(t) sign(h(t) - P,(h, t)): t E E(h - P,(h))} < 0, (57) 
dim G(h) = card( T\Z(G(h))). (58) 
ProoJ Let q E Pc( f) such that 
E(f - 4) = E(f - P,(f )). (59) 
Set G* = GZ(G,f,j. From Lemma 8, we obtain that there is a group of sets 
{ Ai);, satisfying (46) and (47). Arbitrarily choose ti E Ai, 0 Q i < r. From 
(46) we know that there is g* E G* such that 
There are si E { - 1, 1 }, 0 < i < r, such that 
Ei(g(ti)-g*(ti)) Go* 
Equation (46) also implies that there exist extremal signatures [12] oi of 
Gi supporting on Aj such that 
Then 
Oi(lj) = Ej, Odidr. 
oi(t). (g(t) -g*(t)) do, tEA,, O<i<r. (60) 
By Tietz’s extension theorem and (55), (60), we can construct h E C,(T) 
satisfying 
V=int{t~T: h(t)=f(t)-q(t)}xE(f-P,(f))=E(f-q); 
Ilf - 411 = d(f; G) = Ilhll; (61) 
h(t) = o,(t), tEAi, O<i<r; (62) 
max{(g(t)-g*(t))signh(t): tEE(h)}dO. (63) 
It follows from Lemma 9 that Z(G(f))cZ(P,(h)). So 
P,(h) = Gzw,, = G*. (64) 
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Since ci are extremal signatures of Gi, 0 < id r? by (61). (621, and (641, we 
obtain 
sup (Ti C Z(P,(k)). (65) 
Equations (64) and (65 j imply 
G(h) = span P,(h j c 6;+ 1. 
It follows from (47) that 
dim G(h) = card(T’\Z(G(h))). (66) 
Let p = g -g*. Then, by (54), (63), (64), and g* E G,,,:/,,, we obtain that 
Z(G(hj)\,Z(p) 3 Z(G(f))\z(~j = Z(G(f))‘\Z(g) f #, (67) 
max{p(t) sign(k(t))-P,(h; I)): tEEi/?-f,(h))) 60. (68) 
Equations (66), (67), and (68) complete the proof of this lemma. 
LEMMA 11. Suppose that G* is a firzite-dimensional subspace of C,(T). l,! 
z~bdZ(G*j. zk E T\ Z(G* 1, and zk --+ z, then there exist Ak > 0 and 1, + 0 
such tha; 
ProoJ: Assume that no { 1,) satisfies (69 j. Then there are (8,: >F c G* 
and M,, > 0 such that 
Zk,)n (zk);C=&. (70) 
Ig,(z,il G*~f,,‘lg,-l(~k)123 k = 1, 2, . . . . n = I, 2, . . . (71 j 
From (70) and (71) we deduce that (g,),X is a linearly independent system 
in G*. This contradicts that dim G* is finite. 
LEMMA. 12. If G does not sati&\? condition (I j. then there exisr 
SE C,(T)‘\,, G and g E G such that 
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ProojI By Lemma 3, there are (ti}& such that 
dim G I :Izj; = dim G I (tzr;,,, {[ii = r, O<d<r, (74) 
t, E int Z(G,,,,$. (75) 
Obviously, there exists an open neighborhood V of t, such that for any 
gEG, t,EintZ(g) implies VcZ(g). Set G*=G{,;);l. Let trfIr...,tnEV 
such that 
dim G* I (r,);+, =dimG* IV=~r--. 
Select zk E V\Z(G*) such that zk -+ rr as k + m. By selecting a sub- 
sequence, we may assume that there exist Y + 1 < m < n and si E ( - 1, 1 }, 
r < i < nz, such that 
dim G* 1 iI,F;+,ufzal=dimG* IcI,,;+,=dimG* I(s)::,v(=m},,(f,)=112--r, 
r+l<jdm, kal, (76) 
and 
1 
&i, t= ti, r+l<i<m, 
Ck(l) = &,, t=z,, 
0 otherwise, 
are extremal signatures of G*. Let g* E G* satisfy 
g*(r,) = -&;, r+ldi<m. 
Let Vi be open neighborhoods of ti such that 
Ejg*(t)<o, tE vi, r+l<i<m. (77) 
By Lemma 11, there are 0 < A, < 1 such that 
limsup Ig(Zk)(/&= +KI, for geG* with 
k - 0~’ 
Z(g) n {zk),y = 4. 
Equation (74) implies that there is an extremal signature c of G supporting 
on iti};, such that a(~,.)=&,. By Tietz’s extension theorem, we can 
construct f~ C,(T) satisfying 
(78) 
1 >f(Zk) ‘a(t,) > (1 - A,), k> 1, 
llf II = 1, (79) 
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E(f) = Z(G*) u 
We first show that 
In fat!, (78), (79), and CJ being an extremal signature of G imply that 
0 E P&j and 
(ri};, c Z(G(.f)) = Z(P,U-)I. (833 
Let p E F,(f) c G*. Set B = (k: ~(2~) . aft,) 3 0 3. If B = 4, by the property 
of p&y there is some k such that 
Hence, 
-o(t,j P(Zk) > 2i,. 
This is impossible. 
NOW arbitrarily choose k E B. By (75) and the definition of ck, we have 
Since cik is an extremal signature of G*, we obtain 
WT+P hl c Z(pj, p E F&-1. 
This and (76), (83) mean that (82) is true. 
From (77), (80), and (Sl), we obtain 
max(g*(t) sign(f(t) - P,(f; t)): t E E(f- P,(f))) 
<max{g*(t).signf(t): teE(f))<O. 
And 
Z(w))\\z(g*) 3 (c):+ 1 P 4. 
Equations (84) and (8.5) are the required results. 
(85) 
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LEMMA 13. If the Hausdorff continuity of P, at f always implies the 
Hausdorff-Lipschitz continuity of P, at f, then G satisfies condition (1). 
ProoJ: Assume that G does not satisfy condition (1). Then Lemma 12 
tells us that there are f E C,(T)\G, ge G satisfying (72) and (73). By 
Lemma 10, we can find h E C,(T)\ G and p E G such that (56), (57), and 
(58) hold. But (58) means that Z(G(h)) . is an open subset. It follows from 
Theorem B that P, is Hausdorff continuous at J: By the hypothesis of this 
lemma, we conclude that P, is Hausdorff-Lipschitz continuous at J: It is 
derived from Lemma 1 that 
This contradicts (56) and (57). The contradiction shows that G satisfies 
condition (1). 
If T has no isolated points, then (58) implies that P,(h) is unique. If 
U, = SUG, then Lemma 1 also ensures (84) which contradicts (56) and 
(57). Thus, we have the following characteristic description of U, = SU,: 
LEMMA 14. Suppose that T has no isolated points. Then G satisfies 
condition (I ) if and only if U, = SU,. 
ProoJ: This lemma follows immediately from Lemma 7 and the remark 
above. 
5. SUMMARY OF PROVED RESULTS AND SOME REMARKS 
First we summarize the results proved in Section 2, 3, and 4. 
PROPOSITION 1. The folIowing are equivalent :
(i) G satisfies condition ( 1); 
(ii) P, is Hausdocfl continuous at every f E C,(T); 
(iii) P, is upper Hausdorff-Lipschitz continuous at ever)’ f E C,(T); 
(iv) P, is Hausdorff-Lipschitz continuous at every f E C,(T); 
(v) P,(f) is Hausdor- strongly unique for all f E C,(T); 
(vi) Hausdorff continuity of P, at f always implies Hausdorff- 
Lipschitz continuity of P, atf; 
(vii) Hausdorff continuity of PG at f always implies upper Hausdorff- 
Lipschitz continuity ?f P, atf; 
(viii) Hausdorff continuity of P, at f always implies Hausdorff strong 
uniqueness of PG( f ). 
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If T has no isolated points, then ali above are equfcalent o 
(ix) U, = X7, 
Furthermore, if T is connected, then all above are equivalent o 
(x) G satisfies the Haar condition. 
ProoJ The equivalences among (i)-(ix) follow from Lemma 1: 
Lemma 2: Lemma 7, Lemma 13, and Lemma 14, Under the hypothesis that 
T is connected, Blatter et al. [4] show that P, is Hausdorff continuous at 
every J’E C,(T) if and only if G satisfies the Haar condition. Thus (ii) 
implies (x). This completes the proof of Proposition 1. 
Theorem 1 is only a part of Proposition 1. 
Remark. Recall that G is an almost Chebyshev subspace of C,(T) If 
except for a set of first category in C,(T) every function has a unique best 
approximation from G [IS]. There are nice characterizations about almost 
Chebyshev subspaces: 
THEOREM C. Suppose that T is a compact metric space and G c C,( Ti 
wlith dim G < ZG. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) G is an almost Chebyshev subspace; 
(ii) if V c T is open and dim G I, > 1, then card( V,I = dim G / ,,; 
(iii) SU, is dense in C,(T); 
(iv) $ P, is Hamdorff continuotrs at f. then Pc;( f) is unique. 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is proved by Garkavi [$I; Niirnberger 
and Singer show the equivalence of (i) and (iii) [14]; Bartelt and Schmidt 
[2] establish the equivalence of (i) and (iv). 
Actually, if T is a locally compact Hausdorff space, then (if =z- (ii) e 
(iii+ (iv) (see [2, 8, 141). On the other hand, if G satisfies (ii) in 
Theorem C, then (58 j implies that P,(h) is unique. Thus, we have the 
following corollary of Proposition 1 and Theorem C: 
COROLLARY 2. If G is a finite-dimensional almost Cheb),shev subspace sld 
C,( Tj, then the statements (i)-(x) in Proposition 1 are mutual/;v equivaieni. 
We Ieave the details to the interested reader. 
Remark. Cenerally, if T contains isolated points, the equivalence of (i) 
and (v) in Theorem 1 may not be true. For example, let G, be any finite- 
dimensional subspace of C[O, 11. Let T= [0, 13 u { - 11. Define 
Then dim G = dim G, + 1. For any fc C(T), f~ U, if and only if fE G. So 
U, = SU,. But it is easy to check that G satisfies (i) if and only if G, 
satisfies the Haar condition. Thus (i) and (v) in Theorem 1 are not 
equivalent if G, is not a Haar subspace of C[O, I]. 
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